EXTENDED INFORMATION
on Cookie and Local Storage
Owner of the processing
Actia Italia S.r.l., in the person of its legal representative, Cod. Fisc. 13120540151 and P.IVA n. 08166150014, with registered office
in Torino, Corso Unione Sovietica 612/15/B, 10135.
In compliance with the provisions of art. 13 co. 1 a) of the Regulation, the contact details of the Owner are made known: email:
info@actiaitalia.com, actiasupport@actiaitalia.com, actiafleet@actiaitalia.com, PEC: pec.actia.italia@legalmail.it, tel: +39 02 93 27
13 99
What are Cookies
A cookie is a simple text file that is stored on the user's computer or mobile device by a website server and that can be read or
retrieved from the server itself. It contains some information and allows the web site to remember, for example, the user's
preferences or items saved in his cart. The Directive on Electronic Communications and Privacy Authority Provision of 8 May
2014, n. 229, on "Identification of simplified procedures for information and acquisition of consent for the use of cookies" predict
that the use of cookies can be accepted only with user consent.
Why we use Cookies
Actia Italia S.r.l. uses cookies for several reasons, within the limits of the purpose indicated on the WEB Policy at the User’s
disposal. Actia Italia S.r.l. is always looking for ways to improve our website and it is important for us to understand how you use
our site, prior consent, so to ensure you the best navigation experience.
Type of cookie use
It is possible to distinguish two different types of cookies, according to their use:
1) Technical Cookie
2) Third-party Cookie
Technical Cookie
The purpose of these cookies are: to guarantee the functional or optimal navigation and use of the website, to guarantee the
effective performance of the services explicitly requested by the user and, in addition, to file the consent choices for their use by
the user. For the installation of these cookies, the user’s prior consent is not required. Actia Italia S.r.l uses this type of cookie.
Third-party Cookie
These cookies are linked to the services provided by third parties in exchange for information regarding the user’s visit to our
site. It also follows for third-party cookie suppliers the obligation to comply with the relevant legislation. Since the installation of
cookies and other tracking systems operated by third parties through the services used within this application cannot be
technically controlled by the Owner, any specific reference to cookies and tracking systems installed by third parties is to be
considered indicative. To obtain complete information, the user is invited to consult the privacy policy of any third party services
listed in this point.
The Owner now communicates the use of the analysis tool “Google Analytics” that helps website owners to understand how
visitors interact with the content they own. You can use a set of cookies to collect information and generate statistics on the use
of the website without personal identification of individual visitors by Google.
The social buttons used by the site are links that refer to the account of the Owner on the social networks depicted. Therefore,
through the use of these buttons, third-party cookies are not installed on the site, but, through the use of the same, the
corresponding cookies are activated and interact with this site. However, the links where the user can view the privacy
information relating to the management of the data by the Social Networks to which the buttons return are reported.
https://www.linkedin.com/legal/cookie_policy
http://www.google.com/policies/technologies/cookies/
Processing methods
The processing is carried out with automated tools by the Data Controller. No disclosure or communication is made.
Duration of Cookies
Cookies have a duration dictated by the expiration date (or by a specific action such as closing the browser) set at the time of
installation.
Cookies can be:
• temporary or session (session cookies): they are used to store temporary information, to link the actions performed
during a specific session and are removed from the computer when the browser is closed;

• permanent (persistent cookies): they are used to store information, such as the login name and password, in order to
avoid the user having to type them again each time he visits a specific site. These remain stored on your computer even
after you close the browser.
Cookie management
In relation to the provision of Identification of the simplified procedures for the information and the acquisition of
consent for the use of cookies – May 8, 2014 (Published in the Official Journal No. 126 of June 3, 2014), the user can
choose to enable or disable cookies by adjusting the settings of his navigation browser according to the instructions
made available by the relative suppliers to the links indicated below:
https://support.google.com/chrome/answer/95647?hl=eng
https://support.mozilla.org/it/kb/Gestione%20dei%20cookie#w_impostazioni-dei-cookie
https://support.apple.com/it-it/HT201265
https://support.microsoft.com/it-it/help/17442/windows-internet-explorer-delete-manage-cookies
https://www.opera.com/help/tutorials/security/cookies/
Actia Italia S.r.l. takes appropriate trace of the User’s consent (s) through a specific technical cookie, considered by the Data
Protection Authority as a “not particularly invasive” tool. The User can deny his consent and / or modify at any time his own
options relating to the use of cookies by this Website, by accessing this Privacy Notice which is “linkable” from each page of this
Site.
The User has the right at any time to exercise the rights introduced by the European Regulation no. 679/2016 and in any case
already indicated with a wealth of details in the website’s information.
Local Storage
The website uses a browser local storage technology to store some User’s preferences (such as personal data; see WEB and
Data Policy of “ACTIAFleet” portal) and to improve the navigation experience.
Local storage is a type of “persistent” storage and the data stored therein can be delated only by an applicative action of the
Owner.
To this end, it should be noted that the use of the above mentioned data is carried out in compliance with the contractual
commitments between the parties, according to the conditions, methods and purposes contained therein.
In every moment the User has the right to ask for the access and/or the deletion of his personal data, merely by way of example
and not exhaustive, in compliance with the existing agreements and the current national and EU regulations.

